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The Onlooker
a news magazine for North Dakota
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Horse, on a hot dAJ.y in late Summer.
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The primary,electlon of 1976:
WIN6S CLIPP&O

Few

decisions;
no surprises
North Dakota's primary election has passed.
brought few decisions and no surprises.

It

Voters rejected an initiated measure which would
have limited state spending and passed a constitutional amendments permitting the legislature to legalize
some forms of gambling.
Beyond that, tney blessed the candidates offered
them by the political parties, with but two
exceptions. Howard Snortland and Joseph Charles
Crawford were nominated for superintendent of
public instruction on the no party ballot. Neither had
party endorsement. The two losers did.
T he official canvass of ballots won't be completed
until September 21, so we'll refrain from reporting
any vote totals.
The largest number of votes--about 132,000--were
cast on the gambling measure which was number four
on t he ballot. Nearly two thirds of those voting
favored the amendment, which permits the legislature to permit gambling by "public-spirited" organizations if the proceeds go to chairty.
In Mandan's downtown precinct, where I counted
votes, many ballots were marked just for this
measure. Several older women told the election
board the y'd come to vote only for bingo. One lady
told an election board in Blamarck she hada't voted in
40 years, "but I WMt my bingo back."
Bingo in churches and schools ended--or was
supposed to--when Attorney General Allen I. Olson
anounced two years ago that he'd enforce the
constitutional ban on gambling.
Proponents of
Measure Number Four campaigned as if bingo were
t he issue. B-44, their literature read. Translated,
t hat reads, "Be for Measure Four," a certain
reference to bingo.
In reality, though, the fraternal organizations had

more at stake. Olson's order to the state's liquor
inspectors to enforce the gambling laws hit expecially
hard at the private clubs which finance much of their
operating cost with gambling profits.
Then too, private clubs in Bismarck and Fargo
were object of lawsuits by individuals who had hoped
to recover their gambling losses. An obscure state
law makes the establishment fostering the game
liable for the money changing hands. The Bismarck
case was dropped, but the Fargo suit--won by the
plaintiff, is on appeal.
Several clubs, including the Elks and the American
Legion in Bismarck, cut back their services when the
overhead caught up to the club's take. Without the
gaming revenue, the clubs apparently couldn't make
it.
This raises an important question for the
legislature. Will expenses of operating private clubs
be deductable from gambling profits? If so, then the
clubs will be back in business with cheaper meals and
stronger drinks. At least, that was a major focus of
the campaing against the measure.
Permitting
gambling in private clubs discriminates against public
establishments, the critics said.
Whatever happens, debate over the gambling issue
is sure to enliven the 1977 legislative session.
In the wake of the defeat of the Initiated Measure
to limit state spendinr, its sponsor, Robert McCarney
promised he'd quit "watchdogging state spending."
McCarney changed his mind within days, however,
and he'll be &l'Olllld during the general election
campaign. He and his unnamed committee!have filed
petitions to initiate a measure lowering\the sales tax
from four to three per cent.
T~e McCamey apending cut proposal had been the
object ef a heated campaicn (reported extensively in
Oalooker 15).
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Voters reiect spending limit
--- approve laxer gambling law
Among repurcussions of the measure's defeat:
Two legal actions, one filed against McCarney on
election day alleges that charges he made in a
television broadcast were defamatory; t he second,
filed by McCarney, maintains that the North Dakota
Education Association and the North Dakota State
Emplo7ee1 ASIOdation, major appc,aents of the
measure, had violated state law by failing to include
disclaimers on political ads attacking t he idea in their
house organs. The first suit, filed by Gene and Helen
Shipniewski, employees of the St ate Helath
Department, argues that McCarney defamed t hem by
saying they built houses for sale on the state's time.
Shipniewski is director of planning for the health
department. His wife is secretary to State Health
Officer Jonathan Weisbuch.
Of the remaining constitutional measures, three
were passed and two were beaten--a good percentage
for advocates of constitutional revision. Since voters
overwhelmingly rejected a redrafted constitution in
1972, reformers have been offering slices of the
document to voters.
This year, they passed a judicial article which could
bring sweeping changes to the state's legal system.
Measure Number Three on the ballot passed by a
small margin, strikes any reference to courts other
than the State Supreme Court and the District
Courts from the state constitution. The legislature is
granted authority to establish such other courts as
legislators deem necessary. This is not so easy as it
sounds. The lower courts are presently protected by
statute, so wid-ranging changes in the Century Code
are necessary. This issue, too, is likely to occupy
some time at the Forty Fifth Legislative Assembly,
which convenes the first Tuesday after the first day
of the new year.
Perhaps voters anticipated the weightiness of
these issues, for they voted to give legislators more
time to do their work. Measure Number Two, which
allows the legislature an 80-day session, was passed
by a narrow margin--unofficially less than 1,000
votes. Currently the legislature is limited to just 60
days. This amendment takes effect October 7..30
days after it was passed, however, so the 1977
Legislature will be able to determine whether it
ought to last longer. In addition, legislators will be
able to divide their session if they wish. Currently,
the Legislature meets biennially. The amendment
would permit annual sessions.
Voters also approved a measure, Number One on
t he ballot, permitting 18 year olds to serve in the
Legislature. The previous age limit was 21. This
may indicate t hat North Dakotans have a measure of
trust in t heir young people. This is gratifying, for it
may also indieate t hat youngsters have earned the
respect of t heir elders. North nakota's youngest
state officials--Byron Dorgan, tax· commissioner, 1 in
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office since age 26; Joe Satrom, travel director since
he was 22; Al Royse, a state legislator at 21--have
served with distinction. In 1970, while the nation
was gripped by campus strikes and street rebellions,
students at the University of North Dakota broke a
window in the ROTC building--then collected money
to replace it.
A measure which would have removed t he elected
superintendent of public instruction from the
constitution was soundly defeated. The measure had
been the sole issue in a four way race for the
endangered position. In one of the ironies of the
primary, the only candidate who supported the
measure, Howard Snortland, gained the largest
number of votes for-the job he wanted eliminated.
The resounding defeat of the measure is testimony
to North Dakotans fondness for long election ballots.
Removal of a number of elective offices from 1972's
draft constitution is often blamed for the document's
problems with voters.
Defeat of this measure guarantees the presence of
another amendment on the November ballot. This
one would remove constitutional restrictions governing the composition of the state board of higher
education, which is now limited to no more than one
alumnus of any state institution. The proposed
amendment would change the word alumnus to
graduate.
A sixth measure, which would have allowed the
legislature to apportion itself every 10 years, was
beaten. This might seem puzzling, but remember,
the measure also would have allowed legislators to
raise their own salaries. Voters, it appears, are
content to struggle along with an outdated (an<!
unconstitutional) reapportionment process so long as
their legislators are handsomely paid. The present
salary, embodied in the state's constitution (written
in 1889, by the way) is $5 per day.
The partisan portion of the balloting brought no
surprises.
Although political junkies have been attempting to
determine the relative strengths of one party relative
to the other by analyzing the primary vote,
Republican gubernatorial candidate Richard Elkin
may have offered the best analysis. "AU the primary
election proved," he told editors at a gathering at
UND, is that more Republicans voted than
Democrats.''
Elkin smothered his primary challenger, Herb
Geving of Parshall. In the Democratic column, Lloyd
Omdahl defeated challenger Torfin Austin Teigen of
Fargo in t he only contest. Neither race was close.
All other party endorsees were unopposed. In

n e xt page, please
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general, Republican candidates ran about 5,000 votes
ahead of Democrats. An exception was Quentin
Burdick, a candidate for re-election to the U.S.
Senate, who outpolled his Republican challenger,
Robert Stroup.

ballot. In District Six, T.L. Secrest and Lyle Stuart,
both of Hettinger. won a five way race for two
general election ballot slots. Beaten were Orrin
Lovell of Beach, Thomas Ewing, of Dickinson and
Larry Quast of Zap.

Any conclusion about the Democrats's chances in
November is hazardous, at best. In 1972, Link got

In the Mercer County Commission race, incumbent
Ed' Schultz and Challenger Harold Flemmer will meet
in November. Energy observers throughout the
state are watching this one closely. Schultz is
generally well disposed toward energy development
in this coal rich county. Flemmer wants development
slowed down. Schultz is defending a 22 year record
on the board.

less than 30 per cent of the primary votes, but won

the general !election fairly easily.
The no party ballot had three contest:

For

sllperintendent of public instruction and for district
judge in Districts Two and Six. Crawford and

Snortland bested Democratic endorsee Gerald Halmrast and Republican Robert Muhs for the superinten.
dency. In District Two, challengers Harold W .E.
Anderson and Kirk Smith outpolled incumbent Judge
Harold Hager and will appear on the November

With the primary out of the way, North Dakota
politicians have only qpe more hurdle on the way to
the general election. This is the general election
filing deadline, which passes at 4 p.m. September 23.
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Until that time, any qualified citizen can file for
governor, for attorney general or for any other
position which he did not seek in the primary--including president of the United States. That seems to be
the most popular spot this year. Secretary of State
Ben Meier said he thinks North Dakota will end up
with about 10 candidates for the job on her general
election ballot. This state has the latest filing
deadline and the least stringent requirements of any
in the nation. One candidate, representing the You
Win Party, hopes to build a coalition of independents
and capture the White House, if not this year, then in
1980. He's advertising for a running mate and for
electors to join him on the ballot.
So it goes in the two hundredth year of our nation.
Mike Jacobs

and the attempted chants of "We want Carter" newer nally caught on.

Carter's Visit: .Forthose who saw it on TV
by Mary B. Nagel
If it's Tuesday, this must be Bismarck. And you
can depend on that.
Jimmy Carter, in his attempt to become president
of the United States, stopped to stump in Bismarck
September 14. Although perhaps a routine
appearance for Carter and crew, who were making
room for North Dakota (the last of the .0 states for
Carter to visit) between stops in Montana and South
Dakota, it was not a routine day for the throng of
North Dakotans who came out to meet him.
A crowd estimated at 3,500 was at the Bismarck
airport to get a glimpse of a might-be president.
Although the Democratic nominee was expected to
address the crowd at 5:30 p .m., it was not until about
6 p.m. that the Carter campaign plane, "P~anut
One," glided onto the runway, and not until 15
minutes later that Carter first set foot on the stage
prepared for him.

The delay allowed time for the audience (about
twice that expected by rally organizers) to pass
security screening as they filed singly through gates
into the speech area near the airport terminal. The
crowd assembled closely, and as they waited,
Bismarck's Century High School band played and
replayed My Country 'Th of Thee, This is My
Country, and Smoke on the Water.
The growing delay allowed long looks at the cro~d
revealing that the two most popular hats worn by its
members were cowboy and Cenex. Amidst babies
and balloons, sighs and cigar smoke, demonstrators
practiced lofting placards high into the air, their
various messages later to be aimed at Carter:
Peanut Power, The Grin Will Win, Catholics for
Carter, Grits & Fritz, One Nation Under God--Not
Carter, Bored with Ford, Rosalyn for Pres.,
Born-again Jimmy, Give Life a Chance; and countless
others. The anti-abortion forces, armed with a
myriad of slogan-bearing signs, were notably strong
in one section of the crowd.
On the stage, above a large backdrop depicting a
field of waving wheat, was "North Dakota welcomes
Jimmy Carter" painted on a sheet. The sign attached
to the podium, from which the crowd was to be
addressed, read "Leaders for a Change."
And as the minutes ticked away, all kept tight
watch on the cloudless blue sky of late summer for
sign of the plane that was to bring the famed peanut
farmer to the stage in front of them. Suddenly, sight
of a plane·-white with red, blue and orange
stripes--was met with excited shouts of ''There it
is!" But the plane taxied to a stop some distance
from the crowd; a fast-moving band, most of men,
carrying equipment identified as belonging to
companies such a~ NBC, descended from the plane
only to ascend a platform upon which they efficiently
began equipping themselves for what was to come;
and members of the crowd instructively owned to
each other that this was ''The Press."
The Carter plane arrived shortly after its
look-a-like. Few of those gathered actually saw
Carter descend from "Peanut One," and the
attempted chants of "We Want Carter" never really
caught on.

While Carter met with local news media before
advancing to the stage, most members of the crowd
wondered aloud what was taking Jimmy so long to
emerge from the chartered United 727. The delay

"t;arter wa, 011 ,tage will Nort/1 Dakota·,
governor mid ,everol other ,tote politiciam including

Lloyd Omdalll, who more than once roi,ed Jimm11'•
ann in a victory wave.

photo courte,y The Mandan News
allowed speculation: "What's he doing, writing his
speech? Better wake him lup ... " Frequent
uncertain applause would no sooner start than fade
away. No one beyond the first few standing rows
behind the VIP and senior citizen seats--and indeed,
there was standing room only--could be certain just
who was approaching the stage. The common wish of
the crowd was to possess a press badge-·the ticket to
good viewing.
At length, however, the Carter smile could be seen
on stage by most of those who were destined to see
him. And there was applauding, and the crowd grew
three inchs as people pressed forward, stood. on
tiptoes and snapped the pocket instamatics which
contrasted so with the expensive equipment of the
professionals. And the signs waved wildly--until a
real chant came almost angrily from the back: "Put
them down! Put them down!"
I

Yes, Jimmy Carter was on stage with North
Dakota's governor and several other state politicians,
including Lloyd Omdahl who more than once raised
Jimmy's arm in a victory wave. (Omdahl is a
Democrat running for U.S. House of Representatives
against Republican incumbent Mark Andrews. )
Gov. Arthur A. Link "welcome, welcome"-d the
party's candidate to North Dakota; and Carter stood
before the people and made his election promises of
"you can depend on thats." But first he drew
strategic allusions by making reference to historic
Democratic presidents : F.D. Rooseveletdefeated an
incumbent in 1932; Thomas Jefferson was a farmer;
Harry Truman was "a common man but not a
common president." Carter juxtaposed the Demo·
cratic and Republican administrations for quick
review and praised (and relied on) the historic
Democratic record while criticizing Republican
administcations.

Then came the promises:

"Before I end my first term as President of the
United States, we're gonna have a balanced budget.
You can depend on that.
"Grain embargoes have to come to a screeching halt.
If I'm elected president, you can depend on that."

Identifying with North Dakota famrers, Carter
emphasized the need for a predictable farm program.
"What's best for the family farmer, in the long run, is
best for the country. I believe we need another
farmer in the White House." He said, "We have to
have a secretary of agriculture who's not obligated to
special interest groups."
Addressing the energy issue, Carter said little
more than that he favored strict conservation
measures and that atomic power should be used as a
last resort--and then with complete safety. He
touched other national issues briefly.
Carter ,who received more than courteous but less
than downright enthusiastic applause, invited response a couple times with "How do you like that?''
and "How many of you think ...?"

Indeed, it seemed that the novelty of the affair,
and of the man, drew the crowd: They came less to
cheer than to see and to hear. Several left the area
after getting a look or snapping a picture.
Jimmy Carter was at the Bismarck airport barely
an hour, and then with a wave and a "God bless you,"
the Carter smile disappeared.
It will be an interesting election ... you can depend
on that.

1976 harvest:
Large in volume;
lovv in price
The wheat harvest is finished across the state,
according to the North Dakota Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service.

In 1975, the same crop was worth $3.96 per bushel
in Williston on September l, and the total crop would
have brought $62,346.

Revised estimates make this the largest crop of
wheat ever produced in the state, but in dollar value,
it is the smallest since 1972.

On September l, 1976, the cash price at Williston
was $2.97 for 14 protein wheat, so this year's crop
would have brought $46,760 or about $15,000 less
than the 1975 crop. Had our farmer waited until
September 15 to sell his grain in 1976, he would have
been paid $2. 70 per bushel and his crop would have
brought $42,509--a loss of $4,251 in just two weeks.

The Crop and Livestock Reporting Service said

September 10 that the production of spring wheat,
durum and winter wheat will be 303.3 million
bushels, 15 per cent more than in 1975 and four per
cent more than the record 1971 crop.
Hard red spring wheat production is expected to be
205.4 million bushels, 31 per cent more than in 1975
North Dakota farmers produced 94.6 million bushels
of durum, 10 per cent less than last year. Yield for
both crops was 26 bushels per acre, about average for
t;.he state. Thus, the surprisingly large crop was the
result of an increase in the number of acres seeded.
The 1976 crop is worth just over $849 million,
assuming the early September price of $2.80 per
bushel will be about the season average. The 1975
crop, which totaled 264.4 million bushels was worth
an average of $4.05 per bushel throughout the
season, or a total of $1.07 billion. Last year's was the
most valuable crop every produced in the state.
The 1974 crop brought a season average of $4.28
per bushel on 210.8 million bushels, a total value of
$902 million. The harvest in 1973 brought a billion
doUar harvest, the state's first. The season average
price was $4.23 per bushel on 241.6 million bushels, a
total of $1.02 billion.
In 1972, wheat was worth an average of $1.82 per

bushel. The crop, 216.8 million bushels, was worth a
total of $394 million.
The previous record crop, 1971's 291.6
bushels, was accompanied by the decade's
price for wheat, just $1.23 per bushel on a
average. That made the 1971 crop worth
million.

million
lowest
season
$358.6

In 1970, a rather small crop, 156.6 million bushels,
brought an average price of $1.45 per bushel for a
total of $227 million.

Farm incomes were supplemented until 1972 by
price support payments from the government.
A look at an individual farmer's situation may
better illustrate the declining value of North Dakota's
harvest.
Consider a Williams County farmer who each year
plants a full section--640 acres--to ~eat, and who
each year harvests the Williams County average oi
24.6 bushels per acre. He would have a total yield
each year of 15,744 bushels of wheat.
Suppose that th~s wheat. tested at 14 per cent
protein each year. And suppose that each year's
total yield was sold on September 1 through the
Farmers Union Elevator at Williston. (I have used
this facility because each day, the Williston Herald
prints grain quotations from the Farmers Union
Elevator in Williston-·a handy reference.)
In 1970, the Williston cash price for 14 protein
wheat was $1.42 per bushel, so the farmer would
have realized $22,356 from the sale of his grain. In
1971, the cash price at Williston was $1.05, so the
farmer's wheat would have brought only $16,531. In
1972, the cash price was $1.47 on September l , so the
crop would have brought $23,144.

The year 1973 brought much higher prices. The
Williston cash price on September 1 that year was
$3.89 and the farmer's crop was worth $61,244. The
next year, 1974, the price was even higher. The
cash price for a bushel of wheat, which at Williston is
the Minneapolis price less 54 cents freight per bushel,
was $4.08 011 September 1. In 1974, then, the
farmer's crop was worth $64,236.
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Of course, there are risks in these comparisons. It
is unlikely that any farmer would sell his entire
production in just one day. Instead, his sales would
be spaced throughout the year. In North Dakota,
early summer is a popular time for grain sales
because farmers are clearing their bins for the
coming fall's crop, the southern winter wheat harvest
hasn't been finished, and the price is generally,
though not always, higher than it was in the fall.
Prices are often at season lows at harvest in
North Dakota. The market is glutted, both with
southern winter wheats and with the Northern Plains
spring wheat harvest. This is not always the
case··and was not the case in 1975-·but farmers often
hold onto their grain after harvest, waiting for the
price to rise. This year, however, carryover stocks
of grain are expected to be very large, so the price of
a bushel of wheat may well continue to slide, thus
making holding for a higher price futile.

If the 1976 crop had brought the 1975 season's
average price, North Dakota farmers would have
realized a total of $1.235 billion from saltts of
wheat--or $381,250,000 more than the crop will bring
at prevailing prices this year.
Production of other grains in North Dakota are
larger than last year's total, as well. The exception is
flax. The 1976 crop, which will be largely used for
oil, is the smallest since 1939 and barely hall the size
of the 1975 crop.
North Dakota farmers should harvest about 3.5
million bushels of flax this year.
Yield should
average 8.5 bushels per acre, ·a bushel below last
year. Flax was selling for $7 .38 per bushel in Minot
September 16.
Oats production is expected to total 47.2 million
bushels this year, 16 per cent below the 1975 harvest.
Oats yields are expected to be 40 bushels per acres.
A bushel of oats brought $1.29 in North Central
North Dakota at mid-September.

Air quality
suffers in
August heat
The North Dakota Health Department became
involved in the mechanism for calling an air pollution
alert in mid-August.
Meterological conditions in Bismarck and Mandan
on August 19 and 20 caused a build-up of air pollutant
contaminants which--if it hadn't been dissipated by
high temperatures and a light wind at mid-afternoon
of each day--could have brought a pollution alert,
according to Health Department Meteorologist Jay
Crawford.
Crawford explained that the high temperatures, a
weak high pressure system and very light winds
combined to contribute to a radiation inversion which
he described as "very intense."
A radiation
inversion develops when very stable air traps the air
closer to the ground. This air is heated by the sun,
which prompts mixing of pollutants wi\h the air.
Because the stable air serves as a lid, however, the
pollutants can't be dispersed throughout the atmosphere. Air stagnation can result.
Such radiation inversions occur "nearly every
morning" in North Dakota, Crawford said, but do not
usually reach the intensity of those recorded in
August. Usually, the wind will blow the stable air
trap away ,allowing distribution of pollutants throughout the atmosphere.
Radiation inversions are often visible, especially on
cool mornings in fall and spring, and in the winter.
Patches of fog and haze are trapped by stable air
masses. The fog lifts as the heavier air is warned,
thus a11owing mixing, or blown away by the wind.
Had an air stagnation alert been called, Crawford
said. the Health Department would have warned
people with respiratory problems, the elderly and the
very young to stay indoors. "That's about aU we can
do," he said.
The very hot temperatures--both days saw the
thermometer soar toward the 100 degree mark··
helped to burn off the radiation inversion, Crawford
said. Had the day been somewhat cooler, the burn
off might not have occurred and the inversion could
have lasted into another day. Such meterological
conditions are "very rare in our area. but they do
occur," Crawford said.
Crawford said the August incident was the first
time he'd been involved with the mechanism of
calling an air pollution alert since he began working
with the Health Department 18 months ago and that
he hasn't found any reference to any earlier
involvement.

North Dakota's oats crop is primarily used for
livestock feed.

The situation emphasizes the necessity of close
cooperation with the U.S. Weather Service, which is
to notify state officials of weather conditions
conducive to air stagnation, Crawford said. Such
communication had been cut off, but has been
restored--as a result of the August incidence of air
pollution potential.

Production of barley in the state should total 76.6
million bushels this year, one per cent more than in
1975. Yields are averaging 37 bushels per acre, a
bushel below last year. Barley for feed is now worth
about $2.23 per bushel in central North Dakota.
Malting barley, used in the manufacture of beer, is
worth $2.53 to $2.98 per bushel, depending on
malting qualities.

In the event of notification from the VI eather
Service, the Health Department would begin
monitoring air pollution levels. This is not done
continuously because the department does not have
adequate equipment, Crawford said. "If we had
continuous monitoring, we could simply read the
instruments and know right away if we had a
problem," he said.

Yields of dry. edible beans in the Red River Valley
will be slightly above last year's levels. Valley
farmers are expecting record yields of sugar beets.

Crawford said he had "no idea" if state standards
for air pollution were exceeded on those days. "This
happened to fall on days when we weren't
monitoring," he said.

The sunflower crop should also be near record
levels.
These crops are harvested later than the state's
small grains and final production figures won't be
available until late September.
The Crop and Livestock Reporting Service said
September 14 that ranges and pastures in the state
are in "generally poor condition, providing very
limited feeding in most areas."
Topsoil moisture is reported short throughout the
state. Subsoil moisture is short in all counties but
one, Cavalier in northeastern North Dakota.
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'This sort of thing could have happened more often.
We have no way of knowing without the monitoring,"
Crawford said. He indicated he was alerted to the
August situation by a telephone call from a woman in
Mandan.
"With the Amoco Oil Refinery and the Heskitt coal
generating plant and the size of the area here, we
could conceivably exceed state and federal pollution
standards," Crawford said. "Some contribution of
pollutants Crom power plants up river couJd add
considerably if we had the right kind of inversion.
Under the right conditions, that stuff could drift 80 to
90 miles before reaching the ground."
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Bureau of land Management

Areas Nominated for Coal Leasing
UNITED STATES J)EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

NOMINATED AREAS
FOR COAL LEASING

NORTH DAKOTA
LEGEND

D

Nominations for LeosinQ (Federal Cool only)

~

Nommohons against L1011no (federal Cool only)

131

Nommoflons for a oqoinst Leo11n9 (Federal Cool
only)

Summary of lndustr'J Nom1no11on1 ond
Areas of Public Concern
Areos of Public Concern

"tor"

39
428,050

To1ol

"a 01n1t"
39

40

0

39

10

0

1,, 760

J/Net ocreo91 r1pr1sent1 ocru of F1d1rol cool t1tot1 1IIQ1bl1
for 11011n; under m,nerol l1011ng tows
Z,/Overlopp,ng oren ore not duphcottd ,n total co1111t
Level of pr1e111on shO'lln on th11 mop 11 on• \tction
Level of prec11lon ,n oc,1091 cownt 11 1/4 Helton
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Developers seek
428,000 acres
of federal coal
in North Dakota
The Bureau of Land Management has received
nominations for lease of" 428,050 acres of federally
owned coal in North Dakota. The leases are in 30
tracts in 11 counties in the western third of the state.
The BLM. a unit of the Interior Department, said
the nominations came from nine coal developers, but
refused to release the names of the companies. At
the same time, 39 nominations specified tracts
covering 15,760 acres as unsuitable for leasing.
n ames of those making these 'd.isnominations' also
were not released.
The BLM disallowed six suggestions, including one
nomination for leasing, as not meeting department
criteria for the process, called EMARS for Energy
Minerals Activity Recommendation System.
A number of landowner and environmental(groups
acting together as the Western COALition, refused
to participate in the nomination/disnomination
process. In North Dakota, the COALition includes
the North Dakota Group of the Sierra Club and the
United Plainsmen Association.

North Dakota ranked fourth among the eight
states in which nominations were received. Drawing
the most interest was Montana, where 989,000 acres
were proposed for leasing. In Wyoming, 578,000
acres were nominated. In Colorado, the total was
483,000 acres. In New Mexico, 298,000 acres were
nominated; in Utah, 292,000 acres; in Oklahoma,
44,000 acres; and in Alabama, 87,000 acres.
The Bureau of Land Management controls 3.2
billion tons of coal under 4.4 million acres of land in
western North Dakota. The EMARS programs is a
step toward leuing of selected tracts, but the BLM
stressed that "This call for nominations does not
constitute a decision to hold a federal coal lease sale.
All further steps must be in compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)
and the new Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act
passed by Congress in August, 1976."
The call for nominations, which has been
completed, "was one of the initial steps in the
information gathering process under the Department
of Interior's competitive coal leasing process" ..
EMARS, the BLM ·said in a press release from ita
Billings, Montana, office.

In North Dakota, the industry nominations for
leasing are:
• In Burke County south ol North Dakota Highway
5 between Lignite and Larson. This is an area in
which Baukol-Noonan Coal Company has extensive
private leases. The company has been mining coal in
the area for four decades and announced recently
that it had contracted with a Red River Valley sugar
beet processor for 400,000 tons of coal annually for 10
years.
• In Williama County on both sides of the
Burlington Northern main line between Spring Brook
and Williston, and between U.S. Highway 2 and Lake
Saltakawea south of Tioga and Ray. The first is an
area in which Consolidation Coal Company has
private leases. Chevron Oil Company has indicated
an interest in both areas, as well.
• In McLean County north of Garrison, and in the
Underwood, Weller Slough and Falkirk areas. The
first is in the vicinity of extensive private leases held,
apparently for speculation, by the Nokota Company
of Bismarck. l.J. Wilhite is chairman of that firm.
The second area is adjacent to private coal held for
development by Falkirk Mining Company, owned by
two Minnesota electric cooperatives but operated by
the North American Coal Corporation. The coal
mined here will fuel the cooperative's 1,000
megawatt generating station now under construction
at Falkirk.
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• In Mercer County, scattered tracts throughout
the county and one large area in its southern portion
extending from near the Morton County line to the
Knife River. This area is near Montana Dakota
Utilities Company's proposed Coyote station. Other
nominations are in the area leased by North
American Coal Corporation to ~upply Basin Electric
Power Cooperative's Anetelope Valley Station and
American Natural Resources Company's gasification
plant--if either is ever built.

• In McKenzie County west of the North Unit of
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park and
extending west from Stocke Butte past Sheep Butte
and Sather Dam to a point straight south of
Cartwright; and an area surrounding Squaw Gap
extending east to the Little Missouri River. This is
an area in which the Burlington Northern Railroad
has extensive private reserves of coal. The BN may
be seeking the coal for use in a fertilizer/methanol/
gasification complex if a similar facility at Circle,
Montana, is not built. The industrial climate in
Montana is considered less favorable than in North
Dakota. This might explain the Burlington's interest,
which surfaced at a meeting of industry representatives and government officials involved in the seven
county Regional Environmental Impact Statement
which is the second phase of this federal coal leasing
program. Ernest Thurlowe, the BN's vice president
for minerals and western laiids. a.sked that the scope
of the impact statement be broadened to include
McKenzie, Golden Valley, Billings and Slope Counties.
• In Golden Valley County between Highway 16
and the Montana border both north, and more
extensively, south of Beach. These areas are sought
by Tenneco. Inc., which hopes to build a gasification
complex in the Wibaux. Montana, area.
• Also in Golden Valley county, an area in the
extreme southeastern corner of the county, including
Bullion Butte, a prominent landm&l'k. The BN is
believed to be interested in in situ gasification of
several thick beds of coal whichloutcrop on the butte.
The BN owns many of the mineral rights under the
butte; the U.S. Forest Service owns the surface.
This plan, too. arose at the industry meeting with the
e.i.s. officials.

• In Dunn County, a very large area extending
from the Billings County line east of Fairfield
northwestward past Fayette and Manning to Dunn
Center and Werner.
This is the federal coal
interspersed with private ownership leased by
Natural Gas Pipe Line Company of America for ita
proposed gasification plants at Dunn Center. The
federal coal is necessary to the economic viability of
Natural's plans. The North Dakota Water Commission has denied Natural a water permit for these
plants. Natural is a subsidiary of People's Gas
Company of Chicago.
The BLM did not release the names of any lease
area nominators. This information is based on
existing knowledge of the coal industry in the state
and on public statements by developers.
The
Northern Plains Resourees Council, a Billings based
landowner and environmentalist group,· has gone to
court to force BLM to make public the names of the
nominators and the locations of their nominations
under the Freedom of Information Act.
Areas disnominated in North Dakota were
concentrated in Dunn county, where many of the
nominations and disnominations overlap.

The disnominations rejected by the BLM included
one covering the entire 'West River area, excluding
Mercer County. Other disnominations were for large
blocks in Dunn, Hettinger, Slope and Adams
Counties. In these counties, groups of farmers
disnominated their land by petition. The petition
from Slope, Adams and Hettinger Counties included
100 names.

From this point the EMARS process must follow
these steps, according to the BLM!s press release:
1) Publication of state maps, showing the nominations for Montana and North Dakota, which are
governed from the BLM's Billings office.

2) Analysis of the nominations with Montana and
North Dakota state government participation.
3) Completion of a land use plan by BLM.

Leasing is still
l 5 months away, SLM says
• In Billings County, the extreme southwestern
corner of the county, again near Bullion Butte, and a
few sections along the eastern border of the lcounty.
The latter is a spill over from a larger lease
nomination in Dunn County.
• In Slope County, a broad belt extending acrosa
the mid-section of the county from south of Stewart
L&ke\?'!ational Wildlife Refuge to Bullion Butte in the
north central part of the county. This area may be
sought by many developers, inclucliag the BN for
whatever piano it may have for Bullion Butte;
Norsworthy and Reger, a Billings, Montana. duo who
have sought federal leases in Slope County llince
1970; and half a dozen others, including several of the
largest companies now active in the state. Mlnnkota
Power Cooperative bas an extensive private lease
hold in neighboring Hettinger County, and Minakota
has suggested damming some tributaries of the Little
Missouri River for coal devmpment purposes.
• In Bowman County, a small area extending from
the Slope County leaae to Twin Buttes north of
Bowman. This is an extension of the very rich Slope
County coal field.

4)\Tentativeltract selection by BLM and the U.S.
Geological Survey for environmental analysis.
5) Publication of the Regional• Environmental
Impact Statements and public Iparticipation.
Currently.there are two e.i.s. under preparation; the
Northern Powder River e.i.s. in Montana under joint
USGS-State of Montana lead and West Central North
Dakota e.i.s. under BLM-State of North Dakota lead.
Seven counties are involved in the North Dakota
e.i.s.: McLean, Burleigh, Morton, Oliver, Mereer,
Dunn and Stark. Specific sites resulting from the
nominations will be considered in each of the e .i.s.
6) Final tract slection by BLM and USGS with
state participation.
7) Public metings on each of the e.i.s. with state
and public input.
8) Tract evaluation and publication of a propoeed
lease schedule with state government input.

9) Approval of the sale schedule by the secretary of
the interior after consultation with eaeh ol the atate
governors.
10) Sale notice and eventual sale.

• In Grant County, an area straddling North
Dakota Highway 21 between Elgin and Heil. The
area has been extensively leased for private coal by
Hunt Oil Company and Consolidation Coal Company.

Completion of these steps in Montana and North
Dakota will require "a minimum of another 16
months," the BLM said. The recently passed federal
coal leasing legislation will add additional steps, and
perhaps more time.

• In Oliver County, scattered tracts throughout the
northern half of the county. These are in the general
area of Minnkota's Milton R. Young generating
station at Center.
B.aukol Noonan is the coal
supplier there. Some of the nominations extend
southward from nomination areas surrounding
Consolidation Coal Company's Glenharold Mine at
Stanton. That mine supplies coal to Basin Electric
Power Cooperative's Leland Olds station.

Maps of the nominations by state--like the one
printed on the facing page--are available free from ·
the BLM's office in Billings, Miles City and
Dickinson. Mylar overlays of the BLM ,urface-subsurface ownership maps showing nominations are
available for specific areas at $1.50 for each overlay
and $2 for each map. These maylbe ordered from the
BLM, 222 North 32 St. (Granite Tower Building,)
Billings, Montana, 59101.
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Coming Up
September ll-·

through September 18

Appointed:

luncheon at the Hotel Parker in

downtown Minot.
September 22 and 23

A meeting of the Devils Lake Basin
Study Team at the Artclare Motel in
Devils Lake. The meeting is to begin at
9 a.m.
Study team members will
consider recommendations to drain
wetlands in the Basin, which includes
parts of nine north central North
Dakota coutnies.

September 23--

,,

A meeting of the Legislative Council's
ComJ11ittee on Political Subdivisions in
Rooms G-5 and 6 of the State Capitol at
Bismarck. The agenda includes consid-

eration of bill drafts relating to governmental immunity, state revenue
sharing and a state housing finance
authority. The meeting begins at 9:30
a.m.

September 24--

A meeting of the Capitol Grounds
Planning Com'mission in Room 230 of
the Highway Building at Bismarck. The
group will consider a location for a
proposed Supreme Court edifice. The
Court will present a building proposal to
the Legislative Council's Committee on
the Budget C in early October. The
planning commission meeting begins at
9a.m.

been a member of the board. This term
runs through July l, 1980. He was
recommendment for reapointment to

Dionisio T. Libi of Minot and Brad
Grondahl of Fargo to four year terms on
the North Dakota Board of Hearing Aid
Dealers and Fitters.

A joint meeting of the Service Clubs
of Minot. Secretary of Interior Thomas
Kleppe will be the speaker at a noon
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Ario Beggs of Williston and Marly
Martwick of Mandan to the North

Dakota Teachers Professional Practices
Commission for three year terms.

State Sen. S.F. (Buckshot) Hoffner of
Esmond and Rep. Richard Bacl<es of
Glenburn, both Democrats, to represent
North Dakota at an Old West Regional
Commission meeting on legislation and

problems of mutual interest to the five
Northern Plains States. The meeting
will be held September 24 and 25 in
Cheyenne, Wyoming. The governor's
office said "key legislators" from each of

the three member board by the North
Dakota Funeral Directors Association.
Charles Metzger, Myron Just and
Jonathan Weisbuch to represent North
Dakota on committees of the Midwest·
ern Governors Conference. Metzger,
who is energy coordinator in Gov.
Arthur A. Link's office, will serve on a

task force on Energy and Natural
REsources; Just, the state's agriculture
commissioner, on a committee on
agricultural resources and Weisbuch,
who is state health officer, on a group
examining preventive helath care.
These apointments were made by
Arthur A. Link, governor of North
Dakota.

plans for the Grasslands.

He was

instrumental in interesting former Gov.

William L. Guy and the southwestern
North Dakota Grazing Associations in
land use planning, an interest which
led to the Little Missouri Grasslands
Study, published in 1973 by North
Dakota State University. The Grasslands Study was the first--and remains
the most readable·-of what has become
a long series of government reports on

coal development in western North
Dakota.
Ellison's employment with the state
began in 1974. He was named chairman
of the Natural Resources Council--a
committee of executives of !resource
agencies·-and lobbied for legislative
sanction, and funding, for the group at

the 1975 Legislative Session.

The

Council, with Ellison as chairman,

the five states participating in the Old

oversees the Devils Lake Basin study,

West Regional Commission will attend,
Hoffner is minority leader of the North
Dakota Senate; Backes minority leader

which is examining the relationships
between wildlife and agriculture in a
nine county northeastern North Dakota
area--with emphasis on drainage of
wetlandS··&nd North Dakota's involve·
ment in a regional environmental

of the North Dakota House of Representatives.

impact statement, an undertaking of the
federal Bureau of Land Management.

Arnold Kuhn of J amestown--formerly
of Dickinson--to the Committee on the
Employment of the Handicapped, one of

The statement is to consider impacts of
coal develof>ment in seven counties in

four units of the Governor's Council on
Human Resources. Kuhn's term runs

west central North Dakota and is

through July 1, 1979.
Earl Anderson of Rutland and William Starke of New Rockford to the 21
member Citizens' Advisory Committee
to the Upper Mississippi River Basin
Commission.

preliminary to leasing of federally
owned coal in the region.
The Natural Re sources Council produced a handbook for landowners
dealing with pipe line companies seeking easements to cross private lands.

Ike Ellison

Leaving:

Jane Knecht of Bismarck and Glenn
Smith of Grand Forks to three year

terms on the Commission on Judicial
Qualifications.
Both are reappoint.
ments to the four member board

Richard (Ike) ElliNn, Gov. Arthur
A. Link's natural resources coordinator

and chairman of the State's Natural
Resources Council.

established by the 1975 legislature.

Gov. Link has praised that effort as
an "outstanding example" of the state's
concern for its citizens.
Link said of Ellison, "His influence on
this state has been wider and further
reaching than even those who have
worked with him realize.
He has
he lped to set some very definite
directions for the state.

Vernus Loberg, West Fargo, to the
North Dakota Real Estate Commission,

Ellison will become chief of planning
for the U.S. Forest Service's Northern
Region , headquartered at Missoula,

September 29--

a five member board.
This is a
reappointment.
Loberg's term runs

state under a "rent·a·fed" exchange

"We w~re fortunate to have him in

A meeting of the Yellowstone River
Basin Level B Study Team at the Seven

until July 1, 1981.

program with the federal government,
and he is returning to his regular

North Dakota. He came at a time when

Seas Motel in Mandan. The controver-

sial Harza Report will be discussed and
team members will hear reports from
task forces assigned various segments
of the overall study.
The meeting
begins at 9 a.m.

Glenice Hanson of Dickinson to the

State Board of Nurses--a reappointment. The term runs through July 1,
1981.

Montana. He had been employed by the

employer.

Ellison came to North Dakota in 1969
as chief ranger in the Medora District of
the Little Missouri River National

Elmer H. Frank of Lidgerwood to the
State Board of Embalmers. Frank has

Grasslands.

In that position, he

oversaw prepartion of management

OSHA WANTS FULLY &QUIPPED FlEU> 8A1MR00MS-NSWS ITEM.
NO, THIS IS MoT
,.AN OPRJi::rrUNE TIM€
TO RE-COMMEND OUR
HANO TOOL SAFS"TY ~ALI'

we were Very much in need.
going to miss him."

We're

Link quoted letters from members of
the Natural Resources Council to
Ellison. "I have the highest regard .. .

and a deep down good feeling toward
you," one wrote. "You've exhibited
fairness, kindness, consideration and
cooperation ... even when the subject
was trying or even exasperating."

Another wrote, "You've been eminently
fair but still firm in your direction ... "
The governor said Ellison has "put
into operation" the NRC, that he
"breathed life into it."
This took
someone with "a special kind of ability,
st~ong enthusiasm and personal com·

trutment," Link said.

"For him, this

was more than a job in state govern.
ment: It was an opportunity to put into
practice on a real and visible basis his
strongest beliefs ... It was a chance to
show various agencies they do have
responsibilities and can take decisive
action,"

Ellison has great faith in government
and its ability to accomplish things for
the good of people. This attitude will
continue to influence events in North

Daota, for the Northern Region of the
Forest Service includes about a million
acres of national grasslands in the state.

Ellison begins his job at Missoula
September 27. Link said he's made no
decision about replacing him.
Capitol hill speculation is that the job
may go to the governor's energy

coordinator. Gharles Metzger, or to
Water Commission Attorney Murray
Sagsveen, who started his-stare' go...."ern·
ment career in Link's office .

./

Days to
Remember
s.,....... 20
On this date in 1932, the North
Dakota Farm Strike, called by the
Farmers Holdiay Association, officially
began. The strike, which was especially
effective in western North Dakota,
protested ruinously low grain and cattle
prices. Farmers sang a dittly composed
by Marcus Reno, who had been
president of the Iowa Farmers Union:
Let's hold a Farmers Holiday,
A Holiday let's hold.
We 'U eat our wheat and ham and eggs
And let them eat their gold.

s.,.......,22
On this date, also in 1932, Farmers
Holiday Association members began
picketing highways around Minot in an
attempt to enforce the Farm Strike.
Farmers were encouraged, sometimes
with violence, to forego selling grain
and livestock. Minor incidents occurred
and not all the highways were blockaded, but the attempt brought out 200
picketing farmers and was considered
generally successful by its sponsors.

Bigness isn't always best
by Lois Trapp

We have seen some rather spectacular
failures in tax-sheltered big farming
operations, as well.

The draining of sloughs, leveling of
hills and trees, the section line to
section line farming necessary to acOne would almost think authorcommodate the ever-larger machines
Studies by some agricultural econom- dreamed up by agribusiness are fairly
professor-farmer Hiram Drache is bucking for secretary of agriculture, when ists have indicated that while expansion ugly. Even uglier is the displacement of
and if Earl Butz is deposed. At least he of farms produces higher profits by people, the destruction of communities.
is handing out the USDA-agribusiness more efficient use of big machinery, by The problems of our big cities were
savings in bulk buying and marketing, largely caused by the mass migration of
line.
this is true only up to a certain point. rural people displaced by the agriculHe has been lecturing and writing Beyond this point, high labor costs and tural revolution. Do we really want
the
lack of the personal supervision of more of the same in this area?
about the merits of big farming,
complaining of farmer and community the owner results in less efficiency.
resentments against huge farms, derid- "The eye of the master fatteneth the
One reader of the Farm Journal
ing the ideas of those who would have a cattle."
article wrote, "A more appropriate title
little place in the country, and generally
would be, 'Leave It to Us and We'll See
preaching the bigger-is-better theorv.
Moreover. if California is any exam- to it that Your Children Won't Get a
He admits that this is an unpopular pie with a predominantly corporate type Chance to Farm.' I see this as a
stand but says, "I have little patience of agriculture, big farming leads inevit- sympton of a growing secularism that
with the small farmers who want to ably to unionization of labor~ While this no longer concerns itself with the sin
hang on to the family homestead."
is undoubtedly justified, there is no against one's neighbor in adding 'field to
business as vulnerable to strikes as I field and house to·house. till there be no
Farmers always seem to be the last to ag,icultui:e, and a strike wh~u the crops place, so that they may be placed alone
catch on, and the U.S. addiction to are ripe is not only costly to the farme, in the midst of the earth.' (Isaiah 5:8)"
giantism hit agriculture last, at a time but to the consumer.
when there is beginning to be some
Oddly enough, as -historian Drache
doubt that size always equals efficien~y, · · A recent article in The Far Joi.rru..
knows, "North Dakota started with big
wen in industry.
by Mr .. Drache, "Leav~. \!s t.lone an
h.rming, as a result of railroad land
We Will Produce the· Food,"
lrew promotioQ. The Grandin farms, the
We have seen innumerable small aimost unive!"s&l condemnation '"Om la ·gest of the bonanzas, ran to 63,000
companies swallowed up in. mergers, · readers. '!'he point most olten made acres, and Dalrympk
"ged 40,000
was that· the social and ethical costs of acres of this. His n
and there is little evidence. that thert
..... ~re widely
has been any great increase in efficiency this kind of farming must be considered copied. Land was dh
=nto tracts of
also.
·
in their production and mMagement.
5,000 acres, connectr
., that new
vention, the teleph(,
;•nd super•i,;;ed by a superintenJt.nt and two
foremen. Barracks housed the men (400
By Davirl Scollurd in Hong Kon g during the peak season) and each
headquarters kitchen could feed 100
men a day.
~, .other extinct ..great civiliz.1t· m", like
with surrounding nations :Which broug,
tribute in recognition o( Ch•na's super+ Egypt or Rome or Babylon. She was, a
The big ftrms could buy food, lumber
iority. All of this was a. refl.. ction of the laughing stock among nations, a feeble and machinery at wholesale, they got
power and cohesiveness of their society, giant: an elephant threatened by. mice rebates from the railroad, they had
but also a cause of their undoing. Tht as well as men. These are the bitter, capital for new 'machines, yet not one of
rapid advances in science and .technol- troubled times that v ler Chinese men the almost 100 bonanza farms survived.
ogy in Europe and America, and the and wo!llen still , i r r well.
. They were d,ivided, rented out, and
increasing pressures from . merch,mts
eventually sqld to smaller farmers.
and traders from these countries seek
The old, imperii.. system which had Why?
ing new markets, soon cracked the shell
begun to crumble after 'thousands of
that surrounded China's stable, self- ,
I suspect it was because those
contained world. Slowly she awakened year.,s was finally overturned in the Pennsylvania bankers and New York
revolution
lead by Dr. Sbn Yat-sen only
from her isolation to find that new ideas
60 years ago. · Since then the world has businessmen who acquired those huge
had crept in, challenging older customs. changed even more rapidly and China acreages cheaply saw them as just
The old ways were too fixed and
has suffered much more turmoil. The another business. When bad weather,
uncompromising, and too different from
life and death struggle to maintain her management problems and low prices
the new world of the 1700s with which
national confidence and self-reliance came, as they inevitably do in farming,
China was forced to deal. Unable to
continues, however, for without these there was no attachment to the land,
adapt to the changing new world, the
assets
China may once again lose her none of that irrational desire to hang on
government withered and the social
to the old homestead that Mr. Drache
fabric was frayed more and more with autonomy. This is an important reaso;i scorns.
why she cannot accept aid from other
each generation. The result was nations, even now. It is the almost
domination of much of China's internal
Lois Trapp write, a column, 'TIie
forgotten, "foolish" pride of the men
affairs by foreigners from Europe and and women of America in the depres- view Along Highway 46," for weekly
America. At the turn of this century,
sion of the 1930s, who would rather not newspapers in Enderlin, Casselton,
China was on the verge of becoming eat than "take welfare."
Mayville and GNifttm.

No, Thank you
David Scollard is a lecturer in
pathology at the University of Hong
Kong.
A Killdeer native, he t's a
graduate of Williston High School and
the University of North Dakota Medical.
School.
One hundred thousand people are
believed to have perished in a matter of
hours in the earthquakes which rocked
northeastern China a month ago, and
hundreds of thousands more were
injured or left homeless. Official tallies
of the dead and injured have not yet
been released, but the devastation is
undoubtedly one of the greatest natural
disasters in human history.
Reports, rumors and official Chinese
statements regarding the earthquakes
still appear almost daily in the Hong
Kong press, and one of the most
remarkable developments is the firm
refusal of the People's Republic of China
to accept any type of aid from any
outside source. Furthermore, scattered
reports from various sources within
China indicate that in some of the most
devastated areas, the survivors have
taken great pride in assuming enormous
tasks of reconstruction by themselves.
often refraining even from asking for
help from the rest of the country.
Such stoic self-reliance may seem
quaintly out of fashion in our modern
"welfare world", when floods which
take not even one life prompt immediate calls for the declaration of a
"Disaster Area", and many nations
seem over·eager to seek aid for any or
all problems.
Observers here have
given a likely explanation for China's
seemingly unusual behavior, based on
feelings we all understand but may have
forgotten. Largely, it is seen as a
matter of self-respect. In the recent
past, within the memory of many
Chinese,China was dependant upon and
helplessly subservient to foreign nations, and her new pride and self-reliance are essential, priceless national
treasures.
The Chinese are a very proud people,
a fact often misunderstood, for th-,y
have a good reason to be proud. For
over 3,000 years, theirs was the most
advanced and refined civilization in the
world, and it was completely self-contained and self-sufficient. They neither
needed nor desired assistance from any
other nation, but dealt benevolently
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A North Dakota Lexicograhpy
Concerned that conventional definitions don't al.ways convey the subtlety
of North Dakota English, we at The
Onlooker have undertaken a dictionary.
These are our first efforts. Now, ours
can't be the final, authority in these
matters. Please feel free to add to our
dictionary. If you succeed at wordbuilding, we'U print your efforts.
COAL--noun--a subject which, when
touched, inflames greed, grief and
anger.
COW--noun--a creature which produces
protein without much profit.
FAMILY--noun--In North Dakota, a
political power base.
HARVEST--noun--that frenzied time
during which farmers take in the grain
and the grain trade takes in the
farmers.

through September 18

MILE--noun--a measure of length; in
eastern North Dakota, the distance
between crossroads: in central North
Dakota, the distance between neighbors
and in western North Dakota, the
distance between fence posts.
PLANNING--noun --that
process by
which the simple is made complex to
avoid making it ugly.
POLITICS--noun--an
entertainment
staged for the press to the frustration of
the people.
TREE--noun--in North Dakota, a sign of
civilization often regarded as an obstruction to progress, and therefore
removed.
TREE--noun--2--any branched and leafy
thing which survives the winter.
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